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www.afrekapc.com

Visions
What it takes to grow by embracing challenges ??
To be the Leading engineering and construction 

company provide high technique and quality turn key 
construction projects with various integrated activities.

Electro-Mechanical Services
EXPERIENCING  TECHNOLOGY  WITH US 



FEELINGS
Facts, figures – a panoramic view of the focus topic of this issue of “tomorrow”

WHO WE ARE?
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AFREKA FOR 
PROVID ING AND 

CONTRACT ING  "APC"

partners have a great previous 
experience in multinational 

companies that empower our new 
business to grow fast and establish 
a great system and relationships. 

Planning to concentrate in the first 
year on establishing a great 

management system and having 
qualified manpower and 

equipment to ensure serving the 
high quality to customers and 

society.  

360° CHALLENGE
Our Portfolio in Maintenance and services include

REPAIRING & REWINDING SERVICES 

TESTING & COMMISSIONING CALIBRATION SERVICES 

COMPREHENSIVE MAINTENANCE  AND OPERATION

Procurement 



HVA systems /  Chillers :

* Package Units / Chillers / Split / Concealed
* Fresh and Exhaust Fans
* Sheet Metal Duct /  Black Steel Duct
* Insulation
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* 24/7 operation services

* Annual preventive maintenance

* Asset management strategy

* Plant outage/shutdown, turn around management
and execution

* Multi discipline maintenance execution

* capable to carry out the work round the clock

* capable of doing predictive measurements

Service Portfolio

Electrical:

* Cables and Wires /  Power sockets, Lighting
* LV Panels / Cable Tray and Supports
* Lighting " Decorative, Industrial"
* Earthing, Infrastructure, Fiber solutions

Generatos:
* Diesel /  Gas
* Electro motive
* Portable - Industrial - Standby

Fire Fighting :

* CO2 - Foam - FM200 / Fire Hydrant
* Fire Hose Cabinet and Extinguishing
* Electrical, Diesel Driven and Jokey Fire Pump
* Water Mist system / Automatic Foam Delug
and Protection / Water Spray System

Blood and Medicine Refrigerators:
* Stainless Steel
* Danfos
* Automatic Control

* Fire Detection / CCTV
* Telephone / Sound and data
* Intrusion / Conference

Low Current Systems:



GLOBAL 
CHALLENGES

Inspired by the desire to provide innovative and technologically advanced 
products and services to align the massive growth of the major turnkey 

related functions 

APC embraces the power of excellence to fulfill needs of EPC contracting, 
Design and Enginerring services.

APC provide the various enginerring services provide integrated project 
solutionsm while still maintaining the compretitiveness and high standard. 

APC provide a comprehensive operation and maintenance solutions are 
delivered by a highly skilled team of professionals. 

 APC Working to be the Leading engineering and construction company 
provide high technique and quality turn key construction projects with 

various integrated activities.

APC committed to continuously form long term relationships of value and 
respect with our customers by providing a reliable and flexible high service 

and quality according to customer needs. 



Even the most brilliant ideas are not guaranteed to turn 
into success. Ideas need people who believe in them 

and make them reality with unwavering determination.  

HOW IDEAS TURN     INTO SUCCESS

THINKING 
OUTSIDE  
THE BOX
Mini soccer tables, guitars or 
small sailboats, an ordinary 
shoe box can be converted 
into all kinds of exciting 
things. such a simple 
object as a cardboard box may 
even lay the foundation for 
successful 

STAFF

All APC staff, Starting from the 
commercial and managing 

departments, to out technicians has 
the prior objective of customer 

satisfaction. All your requests and 
inquires will be evaluated with 

highest availability, professionalism, 
rapidity and politeness.

Technical pre- and after-sales 
support  available 365 days a year. 

machines. Highly specialized 
technical staff available for 

designing new installations and 
solutions and even for technical 

training.



RISING TO THE 
CHALLENGE
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 IN TO SUCCESS
Quality services lead to satisfied customers and satisfied customers are 

one of our greatest assets. APC has never failed to meet a project 
deadline and we pride ourselves in going above and beyond for our 

customers. Our commitment to quality begins with the people that we 
employ and continues through to a project's completion. We work 

closely with general contractors, engineers, and owners to insure all 
phases of a project are completed to specification.

Health and Safety for the employees wherever they are.
It is part of our policy to do all that it takes to prevent personal 

damage to property, and to protect all employees from any type of 
expected work dangers. So we are responsible for maintaining a safe, 

healthy and accommodating workplace, while ensuring a high 
protection level and setting up a safety committee to deal with 

eventual emergencies which complying with legal requirements and 
international standards.
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Clients



Contact Us 
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Here and now 
www.afrekapc.com

Haram - Mesaha 
18 Ahmed El-Fayomy Street  

01111182584 

01152923336
Afreka@afrekapc.com
Info@afrekapc.com
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